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Front, which spread to many cities and, when war came, took
a stand of benevolent neutrality toward the Axis, With his
New York counterpart, Father Edward L. Curran of the
Brooklyn Tablet, Coughlin represented the fascist wing of
Catholicism, hut as the true nature of his opinions grew
clearer, his popular influence waned*
Whatever evil they did, these salesmen of panaceas, even
the most cold-blooded and cynical of them helped in their
fashion to hasten the adoption of social security. Other in-
fluences were at work, however: European example; the so-
cial conscience sensitized by depression; the proof that many
individuals would not save systematically unless compelled;
the belief that unemployment was just another type of indus-
trial hazard, whose whole cost the victim should not have to
bear alone; and a spreading conviction that industry ought
not to exploit labor for huge profits during flush times, then
throw upon society the whole burden of unemployment and
threadbare old age. In June, 1934, the president appointed a
committee to draft a program, and fruition came with the
signing of the social-security law on August 14, 1935*
For the aged it provided two types of assistance. An an-
nuity system, the only feature of the act directly administered
from Washington, offered benefits upon retirement at the age
of sixty-five, based upon earnings under the law. Employer
and employee matched funds; and participation was com-
pulsory save for public servants, domestics, casual laborers,
merchant seamen and employees in charitable, religious and
educational institutions. By 1940 fifty-two million citizens
had each his "social-security number" under this plan.* In-
come from savings and investments did not prevent the
drawing of benefits, but any employment paying over fifteen
dollars a month did, which meant that, since all annuity pay-
* A provision to raise the rate of contribution from one per cent of wages
to an ultimate three per cent in 1949 was not carried out, the contribution
being "frozen** at the minimum figure.

